
READERS COMMENTS & FEEDBACK RULES 
 
THIS Site is DEFENDED SPACE - 100% Moderated and troll-free because of ongoing cyber flood attacks and to 
stop postings not of fair and honest intent and to engage in fruitful discussion. 
THANK YOU for the many well informed comments on this site.  
All fair comments including critical points are published. 
Exceptions to publication are:  
-Pharmacy-obscene-spam, obscene terms, product and service promotion-spam and libel (Note WeatherAction 
publishing site as well as original libels are culpable since publication was allowed).  
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- Items which reveal paid WeatherAction forecast detail,  
- Items which are in a large or central part false or rude (by accident or design) in which case writers may get a 
direct response, or be ignored.  
- Items involving swearing 
- Items which are irrelevant and/or trollish 
in which case they may be advised, or not, on where to go.  
- Items from people who do not use real names and persistently do not provide an 
e-mail address may be ignored depending on the circumstances. 
NOTE We normally REQUIRE proper contact information for anyone making or claiming to 
make Observational Reports specific or general. We have had a number of instances of questionable 'information' 
being offered from 'no contact' or people purporting to be subscribers who are not.   
THE KITCHEN TEST. This web site is not a public place for unconstructive exchange and false accusations but more like 
a personal kitchen. So if you sent in something that was ignored (note we publish almost everything) ask yourself if 
someone walked into your house and kitchen and said what you said or implied would you let them stay or send them out. 
 
When commenting please say whether you are a subscriber or not and give your approx address / location (or 
precise location and Obs time if giving a weather report!).   
When commenting on a WeatherAction (or any) forecast refer to actual forecast words as far as possible because 
some summaries / notes circulated, ‘reports’ of forecasts have been or can be misleading. Also include actual 
obs / web links where possible. Please give working links when you refer to other articles/sites. 
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THANK YOU 
 


